XOLO launches the stylish A500S for Rs. 6,999
Available in 4 vibrant colors - Black, Blue, Red & White.

August 6, 2013: XOLO - the premium smartphone brand, today announced the launch of XOLO
A500S. Just 9mm in thickness and in a variety of 4 colors to choose from (black, blue, red and
white), XOLO A500S is crafted to look sleek and stylish in the hands of its user. Powered with
1.2 GHz dual-core processor and 512 MB RAM, it allows multiple programs to run
simultaneously on the processor, giving way to smooth and speedy performance.
Running on latest Android Jelly Bean 4.2, A500S is full of new and improved features that are
bound to have a big impact on overall user experience. The rear of the A500S has a nice matt
look, featuring a 5MP camera to help capture vivid and sharp images and the front VGA camera
to make video calls using 3G connectivity.
The XOLO A500S comes with an internal memory of 4GB that is easily expandable up to 32 GB.
The phone is powered by a 1400 mAh battery that supports up to 10 hours of talk time on 2G
and up to 8 hours on 3G. You can enjoy up to 53 spectacular hours of music playback too.
The Dual SIM feature of this handset allows you to stay connected on both the SIM cards and
with exclusive apps like Xolo Secure (Anti-theft app), you now have the power to protect your
A500S from data loss or thefts. XOLO Secure backs up call logs, SMS and also tracks the phone's
location remotely.
The XOLO A500S comes with a Mali-400 MP GPU for a great gaming experience.
Key Specifications
 1.2GHz dual-core CPU Mali 400 MP GPU


4.0” TFT display (233 PPI)



Slim Design - 9 mm in thickness



Android Jelly Bean v4.2



5 MP primary camera



VGA secondary camera



Dual SIM (3G + 2G)



1400 mAh battery



XOLO Secure | Anti – theft app
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